Duke University Hospital Diversity Lunch & Learn Session
March 11, 2020 12:00pm to 1:00pm

DS MARKEE CONFERENCE ROOM M224

Course Description: Join us for interactive sessions focused on creating authentic dialogue in the areas of diversity, inclusion, and intercultural awareness. Topics highlight team building, effective communication methods, and intercultural learning in a manner that values multiple diverse perspectives and journeys. Our sessions are designed to support you in living our core values and in “caring for our patients, their loved ones, and each other,” and may be useful to you in meeting clinical ladder criteria, and in maintaining your license or certification.

Target Audience: All Duke University Hospital staff (medical, nursing, pharmacy, and allied health, and others). All target audience members are eligible for continuing education credit.

Please note change in location highlighted above.

SPIRITUAL WELLBEING FOR MUSLIM PATIENTS & THEIR FAMILIES

PRESENTER:
Joshua Salaam
Program Director
Center for Muslim Life

Globally, Muslims represent substantial portions of society, and remains the fastest growing religion in the world. It is highly likely that a healthcare professional will care for a Muslim patient during his or her career.

The objective of this session it to improve cultural enhanced care to facilitate cross-cultural communication and respond to patient needs by tailoring healthcare to the Muslim culture.

Understanding Islamic belief values and reasons for special requests for healthcare will improve cultural competence and provide culturally sensitive health care that is good for the patient and their families.

Directions to Conference Room M224 Located in Duke South
- Take yellow elevator to the 2nd floor
- Turn right, walk straight to next intersection. There is a sign above that states Markee Conference Room—M224
- Turn left - head to double doors; sign on door states Markee Conference Room—M224. Go thru double doors.
- Conference room on right, use 2nd door. Conference room sign is hanging down from ceiling.